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1 Introduction

1.1

This statement has been prepared by the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group on
behalf of Ravensden Parish Council to accompany the submission of the Ravensden
Neighbourhood Plan to the local planning authority (Bedford Borough Council) under Part 5,
Regulation 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

1.2

In accordance with regulatory guidance, the aims of the Neighbourhood Plan consultation
process were to:
•
•
•

•

Ensure that all stakeholders and residents were aware of and had a say in the process.
Ensure that the views of residents would be taken into consideration and that they think
that the process has been open and transparent.
Engage with a broad cross section of the community (including hard to reach groups)
making use of a variety of methods of consultation to enable as many people as
possible to give their opinions.
Ensure initial consultation results were used to inform wider consultations at
subsequent stages of the neighbourhood planning process.

1.3

The policies contained in the Plan reflect the views and responses following the variety of
consultation exercises at key stages with the residents of the Parish and other key consultees
and stakeholders. The Plan’s vision and objectives are the result of these consultations, which
also provide a comprehensive evidence base for the policies set out in the Plan.

1.4

This Statement provides an overview of the consultations undertaken during the various
stages of developing the Plan, to whom they were addressed, the publicity undertaken, the
consultation methods used, and summaries of the findings of each consultation stage. It then
goes on to consider each of the representations made at the statutory pre-submission stage
(Regulation 14), the Steering Group’s recommended responses to those representations, and
whether the Neighbourhood Plan should be modified as a result of those representations.

2 Background
2.1

On 9th October 2019 Ravensden Parish Council applied for the designation of the whole of the
Ravensden Parish as a Neighbourhood Area, under Part 2, Section 5 of the Neighbourhood
Planning (General) Regulations 2012, and this was approved by Bedford Borough Council on
23rd October 2019. At the outset, a Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group was set up by the
Parish Council comprising a number of Parish councillors and interested local residents,
representing different parts of the Parish, to take forward the development of the Plan.
Invitations to be members were sent out both in the Parish Council newsletter (delivered to
each dwelling) and via the Parish email list. This Group met regularly (usually monthly) to
discuss and formulate the Plan and reported to the Parish Council at their bi-monthly meetings.
3

The minutes of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group can be found on the Neighbourhood
Plan website1 and the minutes of the Parish Council meetings are on the Parish Council
website2.

2.2

The Steering Group has been committed to effective community
engagement at all stages of the process and organised a
number of activities to promote local awareness about the Plan
to find out what the community thought about the local area,
including what was thought to be good, what should be changed,
what could be improved, and associated housing, green
infrastructure, local green- space and other priorities. The
Consultation process also ensures future planning is based on a
thorough and up-to-date understanding of the various settlements
within the parish. This - and other aspects of developing the Plan - were
funded through annual grant awards from Locality UK which it distributes
for neighbourhood planning on behalf of the Government. In addition to consultation with
residents, it was recognised at the outset that the views of local employers, landowners and
stakeholder bodies were central to developing the Plan, and a full list of those consulted is
provided in Appendix A. Residents were kept informed throughout the process through
newsletters and flyers delivered to all dwellings in the Parish, posters on Parish Council
noticeboards throughout Ravensden, updates on the parish email network and Facebook
page, emails from a dedicated email address3, public consultation events at all key stages,
and a dedicated neighbourhood planning website4 which contained all relevant information
(for example, feedback from the various consultation events and the results of separate
questionnaires on future development needs and green infrastructure needs). The
newsletters/flyers are also available on this site.

2.3

The timetable for the consultation activities is shown in Figure 1 and the overall consultation
schedule is summarised in Appendix E.
Figure 1 - Timetable for Consultation
Steering Group website developed and launched

Nov 2019

Initial launch newsletter: see (3a)

Nov 2019

Initial consultation workshops: see (3a)

Feb / Mar 2020

Residents' survey on development needs: see (3b)

Mar 2020

Local employers' survey: see (3c)

Mar 2020

Green Infrastructure online workshops and surveys: see (4)

Sept / Dec 2020

Landowner pre-consultation: see (5)

Sept 2021

Consultation on issues and options: see (6)

Sept / Oct 2021

Consultation on Regulation 14 pre-submission Neighbourhood Plan: see (7)

Feb / Apr 2022

1 http://ravensdenplan.info
2 https://ravensden-pc.gov.uk
3 contact@ravensdenplan.info
4 https://ravensdenplan.info
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2.4

Three factors complicated the consultation process. First, the social restrictions caused by
Covid 19 meant that it was impractical to hold physical consultation meetings between March
2020 and September 2021. However, a number of stages of work, notably the Green
Infrastructure Survey, were successfully completed online, with a good level of resident
participation. Second, a review of the Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030 was initiated by the
Borough Council in early 2020, with a key stage being a consultation on locational strategy in
June 2021 for the proposed Local Plan 20405. The Steering Group took the view that it was
desirable to delay Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan consultations on proposed issues and
options until the draft Local Plan had been published in mid-2021, so as to ensure that the
proposals in the Neighbourhood Plan were not inconsistent with it.6 Third, much of the 202021 period also coincided with the consultation by the
EWR Route
Alignments
East West Rail Company in 2020 that the preferred
route corridor for a new railway between Bedford and
Cambridge should run through the Parish and then in
2021 on alternative alignments within that corridor.
Given the widespread opposition in north Bedfordshire
to the proposal, this inevitably would have been a
distraction to any consultations on the draft
Neighbourhood Plan. In the event the Steering Group's
plans for a physical consultation on Issues and Options in September 2021 and on the presubmission Plan in February-April 2022 worked well, in that Covid restrictions had by then
been relaxed, the Borough Council's draft Local Plan 2040 and any implications for the Parish
were known, the alignment consultations by the East West Rail Company had been
completed, and the dangers of 'consultation fatigue' from numerous sources were reduced.

3 Launch Events and Initial Consultations
3.1

This section summarises the various consultation exercises
undertaken by the Steering Group, and a full list of those consulted
can be found in Appendix A. Separately, a record was made of all
emails sent and received from consultees, but this cannot be
released for data protection reasons; a summary of the comments
made by attendees at the event were posted on-line7.
(a)

3.2

Launch Events

In November 2019 a newsletter from the Parish Council delivered to all dwellings in the Parish
initiated the start of the neighbourhood planning process and informed everyone that a Plan

5

See https://www.bedford.gov.uk/planning-and-building/planning-policy-its-purpose/local-plan-review/
There remains a requirement that the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan is consistent with the extant Borough Local Plan 2030
but if the locational strategy and potentially the settlement hierarchy in the emerging Local Plan 2040 had raised new
planning implications for the Parish, the Parish Council might have decided to pause work on the Neighbourhood Plan to
reflect the revised Local Plan context.
7 See https://ravensdenplan.info/application/files/2915/9221/0085/Launch_Events_Comments_Summary.pdf
6

5

Steering Group had been established, explained its purpose, and set out an approximate
planning time frame. This was followed in January 2020 by the first
of a number of newsletters from the Group to everyone in the Parish
(sent both by email through the village email list and delivered in hard
copy form to each dwelling). This newsletter reinforced the purpose
of the planning exercise and invited everyone to two launch meetings
Consultation Event at
and was supplemented by posters located in strategic places in the
Village Hall
Parish. A copy of this and subsequent newsletters were available
on-line8.
.
3.3

The launch meetings took place on 29th February 2020 and 7th March 2020, the former at the
Mowsbury Golf Course (located at the southern end of the Parish) and the latter at Ravensden
Village Hall (at the north-eastern end). The format was identical at both, and they were
organised with the aim of achieving events that were open and accessible to all members of
the local community. The launch consultation event provided details of what a neighbourhood
plan is and the stages and timelines to take the initiative forward. 108 people attended the
launch events (approximately 15% of Parish residents) and shared their views and thoughts
on what challenges the Parish faced and how these should shape its future. Members of the
Parish Council and Steering Group were in attendance to answer questions, and attendees
were encouraged to share their ideas and comments using ‘post-it’ notes which were later
collated and used to help formulate the plan and inform the content of further consultation 9.

(b)

Residents' Survey

3.4

Alongside the two launch events, the Steering Group
undertook a survey of residents on the development
needs of the Parish in March 2020. The survey was
conducted for the Group by Bedfordshire Rural
Communities Charity (BRCC), using both 'Survey
Monkey' for electronic responses and hard copy returns
(delivered to each dwelling) using pre-paid post
envelopes. For a full report on the residents' survey was
posted on-line10

3.5

In total 122 responses were received, approximately 35% of the total Parish dwellings, or 17%
of the total population. Two features of the respondents stand out: their average age (58%
were over 65) and their length of residence (68% having lived in the Parish for more than 10
years). This inevitably skewed perceptions of future needs. The majority opinion was for future
8

See: https://ravensdenplan.info/documents
A summary of the outcomes and issues raised can be found on the Plan website at
https://ravensdenplan.info/application/files/2915/9221/0085/Launch_Events_Comments_Summary.pdf.
9

10 See

https://ravensdenplan.info/application/files/3215/9051/Residents_Survey_Mar_2020_Reports_and_Data_Contents_List.pdf
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residential development to be strictly limited, and the rural and semi-rural character of the
Parish maintained. Put simply, respondents strongly valued the quality of the Parish
environment and its quietness. For some, these were key reasons why they choose to live in
the Parish, and there was little desire to see this threatened by substantial development. The
majority of respondents reported high levels of satisfaction with many aspects of the
infrastructure and environment, including the sense of community, the provision of
communication within the Parish, the local priority given to green spaces and footpaths, and
the general provision of services and facilities. These views appear to be consistent
irrespective of respondents' location in the Parish, and overall, the strong impression was of
a generally contented community.

3.6

Nonetheless, some concerns were expressed, with major ones being traffic-related issues
(increased volumes -including the growth in rush hour A6 to A421 traffic, speeding, HGV use
on inappropriate roads, and the associated dangers to pedestrians), and the proposed EastWest rail route which was widely opposed and thought to be inconsistent with the Parish
character. Other concerns were also frequently expressed about: the availability of regular bus
services; the speed and capacity of broadband; the provision of leisure areas at Church End;
and maintenance of footpaths.

3.7

In relation to the future of housing provision, the outline planning approval for up to 165
dwellings given for the Ravensden Park development at the south of the Parish at Graze Hill,
and the approval of 8 dwellings at the Curry Mansion site at Ravensden Crossroads11, resulted
in very little support for any further substantial residential development, with 52% of
respondents wanting little or no more housing development. Were some to required, a majority
supported growth of 10-50 properties over a 15-20 year period, using brown-field or small
available sites throughout the Parish. There was no support for larger single site developments
or the use of agricultural land for building, or for the growth of social housing. In general, these
responses are consistent with the proposals in an earlier Housing Needs Survey conducted
for the Council by BRCC in March 201612,

3.8

Similarly, respondents were cautious about the desirability of and opportunities for further
economic growth in the Parish. Improving public transport was identified as the highest priority
to support any development, but the only other factor to gain any significant support was a
modest growth in individual business units, perhaps using unwanted farm buildings. Overall,
whilst there was some support for enhancing existing businesses in the Parish (shop, pub,
etc) there was little support for developing new employment because of the Parish's close
proximity to Bedford. In addition to the statistical data, respondents made extensive well
considered “free-form” responses on a wide range of issues

.

11 Subsequently completed and made available to rent
12 See https://ravensdenplan.info/application/files/8315/8151/7626/HNS_report_Ravensden_Mar_16.pdf
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(c)
3.9

Other consultations

Consultations were undertaken with local interest groups and organisations, statutory bodies,
infrastructure providers, and landowners. Responses were however limited.

3.10 Separately, a survey was also conducted of local employers, although given the rural and
semi-rural nature of the Parish these are very few in number, the majority being local farmers.
Very few local businesses responded and comments (although taken account of by the
Steering Group) were not statistically significant.

4. Green Infrastructure Survey
4.1

Based on the outcomes of the Residents Survey which showed considerable support for the
environment and countryside in the Parish, BRCC were retained by the Parish Council in 2020
to undertake a Green Infrastructure (GI) Survey and Local Greenspace Assessment.

4.2

BRCC had used a standard methodology to produce 40 parish-level GI Plans across
Bedfordshire usually involving two facilitated community workshops and a drop-in session, to
which local stakeholders and the wider community are invited. However, because of social
distancing requirements due to the Covid restrictions through much of 2020 and into 2021, it
proved necessary to undertake a different approach to the community consultation aspect of
the Ravensden GI Plan.

4.3

In place of the first workshop, an online
presentation hosted as a Zoom meeting by
BRCC, was promoted to local stakeholders
and residents through the Neighbourhood
Plan Steering Group. The presentation,
which took place on 17th September 2020
and was attended by 30 local residents,
provided an overview of GI Planning and its use in helping to shape and prioritise actions for
future enhancements to Ravensden’s network of public access, biodiversity, and landscape
assets. The meeting also introduced an online survey which was open to all stakeholders and
residents to provide their views on what they valued about the local area and what their future
aspirations were for Ravensden. In addition to the survey questions, maps and guidance were
available on a dedicated web page, and consultees were asked to view the information and
answer the questions in their own time over the following weeks.

4.4

The online survey ran from 17th September until 6th October 2020 and was completed by 35
residents. The Stage 1 survey responses led to the production of a Draft Ravensden GI Map
and Table of Aspirations.
8

4.5

Following the production of the Draft Ravensden GI Map and Table of Aspirations, (which was
based entirely on the aspirations that had been put forward by the survey respondents), the
second phase of the online consultation was undertaken. In December 2020, stakeholders
and residents were invited to view (online) the draft map and its associated aspirations table,
along with information explaining what green infrastructure is, its benefits, and why a GI Plan
was being produced. Respondents were asked to study the aspirations and complete a short
survey by listing up to five of the aspirations that they most supported and up to five that they
disagreed with. The Stage 2 survey which ran from 4 th December 2020 to 3rd January 2021
was completed by 43 local residents which BRCC considered an encouraging level of interest.

4.6

The results from the Stage 2 survey were reviewed and the draft map and aspirations table
were revised in line with the priorities and comments submitted by respondents. The collation
and analysis of the survey responses led to the production of the final GI map and prioritised
table of aspirations, and the identification of important green spaces13. The outputs from the
Green Infrastructure Survey and the Local Greenspace Assessment fed into the Issues and
Options consultation in September/October 2021.

5 Landowner Pre-consultation on Issues and Options
5.1

Prior to consulting more widely on Issues and Options, relevant landowners were consulted
in August and early September 2021 on draft proposals for potential small scale housing sites
(based on detailed site assessment work undertaken by the Steering Group in 2020/21) and
the Local Greenspaces (which had come out of the Green Infrastructure work). In relation to
the housing sites, the consultation included all landowners/agents who had put forward sites
for housing in the Parish in the Bedford Borough
Council Call for Sites for both the 2030 and the
emerging 2040 Local Plans. Both of the proposed
housing allocations were supported by the landowners
concerned. Concerns were raised by agents acting on
behalf of owners of sites at Oldways Road/Bedford
Road and at Home Farm relating to the non-inclusion of
their sites as preferred locations for development, and
to some inconsistencies in individual site appraisals.

5.2

In relation to the proposed Local Greenspaces, some
concerns (but not to the principle) were raised by the Trustees of the Charity Field, Church
End. An acknowledgement reply was received from the owners of land at Northfields, Church
End. In response to concerns from some of the owners of land adjacent to the proposed Green
Lane designation at Church End, who gain access over it, this proposed designation was
reduced to relate to the length between the seasonal gates.
13 https://ravensdenplan.info/application/files/4116/2935/8178/Ravensden__GI_Plan_8.7.21_1_final_plan.pdf
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6 Consultation on Issues and Options

6.1

The options consultation survey was an important step in the neighbourhood planning
process, and involved asking residents, based on previous feedback and evidence gathered,
about draft proposals on a range of issues which could be included in the Neighbourhood Plan
so that full account could be taken of their suggestions as the plan
moved forward. A one-page summary of the survey findings was
provided on-line14

6.2

The consultation took two forms: a survey and an exhibition of
emerging issues and options. The survey was undertaken in late
September/early October 2021, and the following paragraphs provide
a summary of the findings. The full report (including full survey data)
is available on the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan website15. 66
responses were received, approximately 18% of the total Parish
households, or 9% of the total population. The survey was preceded by
a drop-in event and exhibition of work on the Plan to date and available
options (held at the Village Hall) which was attended by 51 people. The survey was completed
in hard copy form and circulated via the Parish email address list and Facebook page, the
Neighbourhood Plan web site, to those attending the exhibition, and to others known to be
interested.

6.3

In both the exhibition and the survey the most obvious outcome was the overwhelming support
for almost all the draft proposals put forward by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group. So
far as the survey is concerned key results include:
•
•

•
•
•

6.4

97% agreed with the draft vision as set out in the survey.
100% agreed that there should be no significant further residential
development in the Plan beyond the two small scale developments
suggested.
100% agreed that there should be design guidance/codes in the
Plan.
98% agreed with the draft objective concerning community and
employment facilities as set out in the survey.
97% agreed with the draft objective concerning transport and travel
as set out in the survey.

Only two areas of disagreement in the survey were evident, and in both cases very much a
minority. In relation to possible housing sites, respondents were asked whether they agreed
that two small sites should be allocated for new housing in the Plan. The site at Butler Street

14

https://ravensdenplan.info/application/files/5016/3836/5948/Summary_of_Responses_oct_21_v2.pdf

15 https://ravensdenplan.info
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was supported by 94% of respondents. The second site (involving the conversion of barns at
Cleat Hill) received slightly less support at 77%, with perceived access or traffic problems
being mentioned. All the comments on these two sites were considered by the Neighbourhood
Plan Steering Group who concluded that any concerns could be overcome through setting
criteria in the site allocations that development would need to satisfy.

6.5

The second area of slight disagreement in the survey (again very much a minority) concerned
a question on whether respondents agreed on six proposed draft sites for Local Green Space
designations (including one already designated as Local Green Space in the Bedford Borough
Local Plan 2030 – the school playing field at Church End). Five of the proposed sites were
supported by 96% or more respondents, but the proposed designation of Charity Field (in
Church End) received slightly less support at 89% although still by an overwhelming majority.
The reasons cited by those who disagreed focussed on the lack of public access to the Field,
and its future use.

6.6

A substantial number of helpful survey comments were made, which are recorded in the full
report noted above. The most common factor identified was the general satisfaction of those
responding with the way that the Plan is being produced, and that it has the confidence of
those taking part in the survey.

6.7

Separately an invitation to comment on issues and options was sent to local landowners, local
business, and other relevant organisations. The key issues arising (which were subsequently
considered by the Steering Group) are reported on the web site (see paragraph 6.1 above).
A full list of non-resident individuals and organisations responding to this consultation is set
out in Appendix A,

7 Consultation on Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Neighbourhood Plan
7.1

The consultation on Regulation 14 Pre-Submission was a crucial step in the neighbourhood
planning process not only to comply with the statutory requirements, but also to ensure the
Plan reflected a wide consensus of opinion before it was submitted to Bedford Borough
Council. The statutory consultation period ran for 6 weeks between 19 th February and 4th April
2022.

7.2

The consultation took three forms: an exhibition of draft proposals, a residents' survey, and an
invitation to comment sent to local landowners, local businesses, and other relevant
organisations.
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7.3

The exhibition of work on the Plan to date and the draft
Regulation 14 submission proposals was held at the Village
Hall on 19th February 2022 and was attended by 51 people. In
conversation those attending expressed general support for
the draft regulation 14 submission proposals, but written
comments were also sought. These are summarised on the
web site at https://ravensdenplan.info and generally
covered issues identified in previous consultations (and
already considered by the Steering Group), in particular:
• Concerns about the state of footpaths.
• Issues of traffic speeding and calming.
• An emphasis on enhancing green infrastructure.
• Continued concern about East-West Rail
///implications.

and

its

7.4

The survey was launched on 19th February 2022 and the invitation to complete the survey was
undertaken in numerous ways: by a leaflet delivered to all households (see Appendix D); via
the Village email address list and Facebook page; the Neighbourhood Plan web site; to those
attending the exhibition; and to others known to be interested. Reminders to participate in the
survey were sent out in advance of the deadline.

7.5

In total 52 replies to the consultation were received. This comprised 35 responses to the
survey mostly from residents, but this opportunity was also used by some local business
owners and landowners. The survey was completed in electronic form using Google Forms to
analyse data, with an option to complete in hard copy form. In addition, 3 “free-text” emails
were received from residents, 6 responses from Schedule 1 organisations, 5 from nearby
Parish Councils and 2 from landowners/agents. Bedford Borough Council sent a second
consultation response, clarifying and correcting their first. The lower level of the residents’
response in comparison to previous surveys is thought to be due to both survey fatigue, and
also that that the proposals already appeared to command a high level of consensus.

7.6

Overwhelmingly residents agreed with the proposals in the Neighbourhood Plan, as
summarised in the following table of the 35 electronic survey responses The data reflects that
not all respondents replied to all questions:
Table 2 - Summary of Responses from Reg 14 Consultation
Policy

Proposal

RNP1

Cleat Hill/Mowsbury Special Policy Areas:
within the area shown on the Policies Map
Inset for Cleat Hill/Mowsbury, there are
detailed requirements for the siting, design,
and landscaping of new development to
protect and enhance local character.

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

31

3

1

12

Policy

Proposal

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

RNP2

Ravensden Park and Country Park
Extension: The Plan sets out guidelines for
future planning applications for this new
housing development area and the extension
to the country park, and to ensure integration
of the site into the wider area.

29

5

1

RNP3

Land Adjoining Willow Farm, Butler
Street: As shown on the Policies Map Inset
for Ravensden Crossroads, this site is
proposed for 10-15 new dwellings. The policy
requires the developer to show how local
needs are to be accommodated and contains
detailed site-specific requirements for the
site.

29

5

1

30

5

0

35

0

0

32

3

0

RNP4

RNP5

RNP6

Barns Next to Cleat Hill Farm: As shown on
the Policies Map Inset for Cleat
Hill/Mowsbury, this proposal is for the
sensitive conversion of these barns to
residential use. The Plan sets out detailed
requirements, including the need for a new
vehicle access away from the Listed
farmhouse; measures to ensure there is a
landscape buffer around the site; restrictions
aimed at minimising visual impacts; and the
need to protect the historical importance of
the wider site.
Development Design and Sustainability
Principles: This policy contains detailed
measures to encourage all planning
applications to follow best practice in design
and sustainability (including energy
efficiency), and to take the Ravensden
Design Codes into account
Local Greenspace: This policy designates
the following sites as Local Green Space as
shown on the Policies Map and Insets and
gives them extra protection from
development: Charity Field; All Saints
Churchyard; Green Lane (between the
seasonal gates); Northfields woodland; and
Mowsbury Hill Fort, orchard and meadow.
(Note: the school playing field is already
designated as Local Green Space in the
Borough Local Plan 2030).
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Policy

RNP7

RNP8

RNP9

RNP10

RNP11

Proposal
Heritage Assets: A policy to protect our
listed buildings and their settings and other
features of conservation interest (see
Appendix 2 of the Plan for more details of our
heritage assets).
Protecting Existing Community Facilities:
A policy which seeks to protect a number of
community assets– the Primary School, the
Village Hall, All Saints Church, Mowsbury
Golf Course, the Corner Shop, and the Horse
& Jockey public house.
New Community Facilities: This policy sets
out detailed criteria for the location and
design of any new community facilities, and
to minimise their impacts.
East West Rail: If East-West Rail is built
across the Parish (despite local opposition),
this policy sets out very detailed measures to
mitigate the worst impacts of the scheme
(both during construction and when
operating) which the Secretary of State
should take into account when deciding on
this Nationally Significant Infrastructure
Project.
Developer Contributions: Do you have any
further comments to add regarding RNP11:
Developer Contributions?

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

35

0

0

35

0

0

33

2

0

32

2

1

31

4

0

7.7

Appendix B contains the comments of all respondents on each policy and proposal.
Each individual comment was considered by the Steering Group, a response
formulated, and recommendations put forward as to whether any change was required
to the Neighbourhood Plan in response to the representation made. Appendix B has
been considered and endorsed by the Parish Council.

7.8

In addition, an invitation to comment on draft Regulation 14 proposals was sent to local
landowners, local business, and other statutory and relevant organisations. These
comments are incorporated into the above table as appropriate, with a fuller record of
each response included as Appendix C.
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8 Conclusions

8.1 This consultation statement demonstrates that the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan
Steering Group on behalf of Ravensden Parish Council has prepared the Ravensden
Neighbourhood Development Plan in accordance with the consultation requirements as
set out in the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012.

8.2

The Steering Group and Parish Council have made genuine and committed efforts to
engage with interested parties, particularly those who live, work, own land, or have a
business interest in the Parish, and have provided them with every opportunity to
influence the content of the Plan throughout its preparation.

8.3 This consultation statement and appendices have been produced to document the
engagement process undertaken through the development of the Plan and is considered
to comply with Part 5, Section 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012.

________________________________________

..

Sunrise in Ravensden
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Appendix A - Consultees for Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan October 2019 – April 2022

Part 1 :

Part 2 :
(A)

Consultation Stages
Initial Consultation

Feb/Mar 2020

Green Infrastructure Survey

Sept/Dec 2020

Landowner Pre-consultation

Sept 2021

Issues & Options Consultation

Sept/Oct 2021

Regulation 14 Consultation

Feb/April 2022

Consultees
Schedule 1 Bodies
Bedford Borough Council

East of England Ambulance Service

Natural England

BT

Environment Agency

Openreach

Historic England

UK Power Networks

Network Rail

Bedfordshire & Ivel Internal Drainage Board

National Highways

EE

Anglian Water

Vodaphone

Bedfordshire Luton & Milton Keynes
Clinical Commissioning Group

Homes England

Bedfordshire Police
Bedford & Luton Fire & Rescue Service

Coal Authority
Marine Management Organisation

1

(B)

Parish Councils
Brickhill PC

Bletsoe PC

Clapham PC

Great Barford PC

Thurleigh PC
Wilden PC

Milton Ernest PC
Colmworth PC

Renhold PC
Bolnhurst and Keysoe PC
(C)

Bedford Association of Town & Parish Councils

Local Representatives
Cllr Stephen Moon

Richard Fuller MP

Cllr Phillippa Martin-Moran-Bryant

(D)

Local Organisations
Community Cuppa

CPRE

Womens Institute

Friends of Putnoe Wood & Mowsbury Hillfort

Ravensden Primary School

Wayside Farm Park Residents Association

Friends of All Saints Church

Cycling UK Bedfordshire

Ravensden Charity

Bedfordshire Road Cycling Club

Book Group

Ramblers North Bedfordshire

Craft Group

Age UK

Ravensden PCC

British Horse Society

Ravensden Village Hall

2

(E)

Local Housing Providers
BPHA

(F)

Grand Union Housing Group

Local Employers and Businesses
Mowsbury Golf Course

M Leach Financial Advisers

Outfields Farm B&B
Growing Beds Recycling Services Ltd

Oakley Restorations

Wootton E F & Son (Farm)

Morgan Pell Livestock & Meats

Stanton H J (Farm)

Ravensden Corner Shop

Jump Bounce

Tycroes Farm Equestrian Centre

RB Carss (Used Car Dealer)
J&A Display

Willow Cottage Cattery

Wayside Farm Park

Gray and Sons (Builders)

Hope Construction Materials

Phoenix Upholstery

Juan Click Photography
Ravensden Service Station
Hill Day Chartered Accountants
Judith Anthony Architectural Design

Eaton Socon Engineering
The Horse & Jockey
IWS (Storage)
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(G)

Transport Providers
Grant Palmer

East West Rail Company

Stagecoach

(H)

Landowners / Agents

Developers or Agents representing multiple landowners

Independent Landowners contacted directly

Phillips Planning Services
Robinson & Hall
SD Forbes

Ms E & Ms S Westley
Mr D Donkin

Mulberry Homes
Compass Property Group

Ms A McKay

Warmington Surveyors LLP

Mr D Breslin

ICP Asset Management

Mr & Mrs R Harrison

Bedford Freemans Common Charity

Mr EF Wootton

ITAL Homes
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Appendix B: Comments Received on the Regulation 14 Consultation,
the Response and Any Changes made to the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan
1.

There were 52 responses in total including two from Bedford Borough Council, the second clarifying and correcting the first.

2.

The text following each policy number below is a summary description of each of the policies as contained in the publicity leaflet
distributed to all households, not the detailed wording of each policy.

RNP1 - Cleat Hill/Mowsbury Special Policy Area: within the area shown on the Policies Map Inset for Cleat Hill/Mowsbury, there are detailed requirements for the siting,
design and landscaping of new development to protect and enhance local character.
Respondent
reference
R4

R7
R9

Comment

Response

Although the draft NDP makes reference to the heavy traffic burden on Cleat Hill,
travelling south in to Bedford, addressing the safety issues created by this traffic
seems to be missing from the plan. This locality contains probably the most
dangerous footpath in the borough, namely where the B660 crosses Renhold Brook.
At this point there is a footpath on only one side of the road and because of the
railing above the brook it narrows to single file only, placing pedestrians right
alongside the vehicle traffic which (as the NDP observes) is usually travelling at
above the speed limit on its way in to Bedford. This is only going to get worse when
the development at Ravensden Park becomes populated. If 100-150 vehicles at peak
hour on weekdays can be recorded and noted as a safety issue then it is easy to see
that with 165 new dwellings being built, this figure could very easily double. But the
plan seems to be silent on measures to address this danger. Policy RNP1 does not
address the issue and Policy RNP11 makes no mention of using the contributions
which should be coming from the developers of Ravensden Park to provide
protection for pedestrians on this stretch of the B660. This should be Number 1
priority for use of this source of funds. The burden of traffic impact from Ravensden
Park (and the safety issues that generates) is going to fall on the stretch of road
south of the development, whereas RNP11 seems only concerned with creating new
footpaths to the north , (where I don't see any level of demand), rather than with
making safe the existing footpath across Renhold Brook, with AT MINIMUM a
barrier of some form to separate the pedestrians from the road traffic. Speed
cameras are not going to prevent someone being killed sooner or later by the cars
and lorries which thunder down the hill on this section.
You've got this right. Recent permissions have changed the character of the area
and a policy is needed to protect it.
We feel the lighting of the roundabout will be intrusive and cause light pollution.
What was the specified height of the lights in the planning application? They look
very tall.

Noted. The PC has prioritised the use of CIL funds
for infrastructure improvements in Policy RNP 11,
based on feedback from the residents and GI
surveys. Renhold Brook forms the southern
boundary of the Parish with Brickhill Parish so the
suggested works would have to be a joint
initiative and would be outside the scope of the
Plan.

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No

The Ravensden Park S106 agreement includes for
the full cost of installing speed cameras along
Cleat Hill.

Noted

No

Noted. The siting and height of lighting columns
are controlled by the planning permission for the
development.

No

1

R19

Imperative for measures to control speed of traffic in BOTH directions from the
Pheasant up & the new roundabout down.

R21

Good if more protection for the character of Cleat Hill. Accept the development of
the Barns - does this landowner also own the nearby area shown green? This is an
opportunity for reinstatement of orchards or woodland.

R25

Cleat Hill is an important locality providing a buffer between urban Bedford and
rural areas of the Parish. Mowsbury Golf course and the Hillfort area should be
protected.
Potential use of existing farm outbuildings as office/business space.
I live on Cleat Hill so it is of particular importance to conserve and improve the area.

R29
R33

Noted. The Ravensden Park S106 agreement
includes for the full cost of installing speed
cameras along Cleat Hill.
Noted. Area of land referred to does not meet
criteria for designation as Local Greenspace. Land
is close to proposed Local Greenspace at
Mowsbury Hillfort
Noted

No

Noted
Noted

No
No

No

No

RNP2 - Ravensden Park and Country Park Extension: The Plan sets out guidelines for future planning applications for this new housing development area and the extension
to the country park, and to ensure integration of the site into the wider area.
Respondent
reference
R3
R7
R20

Comment

Response

I worry about light pollution from the roundabout.
Well done for putting forward policies to mitigate some of the worst aspects of the
Local Plan allocation (including the ludicrous access).
Traffic congestion should be monitored, and average speed cameras installed on
Cleat Hill to stop excessive speeding.

Noted
Noted

R21

Graze Hill Lane requires a plan for traffic management and restoration of trees and
hedges - as does the section of Bedford Road/ Cleat Hill on the ridge, where the
hedge was removed.

R33

This development is an intrusion into rural countryside and should have been
resisted. The entrance to Graze Lane now has a very urban characteristic.

Bedford BC
(6 April
2022)

As previously mentioned in our draft Plan comments, this policy has no basis. The
development at Graze Hill is consented and its requirements are covered by
conditions. This policy cannot introduce new requirements that the developer of

Noted. The Ravensden Park S106 agreement
includes for the full cost of installing speed
cameras along Cleat Hill.
Noted. Graze Hill Lane traffic management is one
of the criteria of the policy, which covers any
future planning applications. Hedge replacement
is a requirement of the extant planning
permission.
Noted. The principle and main parameters of the
development are covered by Policy 24 in the
Bedford Local Plan 2030 and by the outline
planning permission.
Disagree. The supporting text to Policy RNP2
(para 5.6) was amended to reflect the concerns
expressed by Bedford BC on the draft Plan. The

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No
No
No

No

No

No

2

that site would have to meet when building out the approved scheme. The policy is
trying to retrospectively control the development, but the permission and its
conditions would only have standing if a subsequent S73 application or a fresh
application were made for this site: however, the conflicts with Policy 24 of the
Local Plan would remain and would make the policy incompatible.

Bedford BC
(21 April
2022)

Do not think the policy is necessary and it would only have standing if a subsequent
S73 or fresh application were made. It cannot be applied retrospectively. Think it
might be a bit confusing to have two policies in separate plans for the same site. As
you have explained that the preference locally is for a policy to be retained, we
recommend the following amendments to it.
Amend first part of RNP2 by deleting “subject to” and inserting “A future planning
application for the development of the site should address…”
Amend final sentence of para 5.8 to by deleting “within the site” and inserting “for
the development of the site should the outline permission which was granted in
2020 not proceed”

Policy does not seek to retrospectively control
the development and will only apply to
subsequent S73 or fresh planning applications.
LP Policy 24 (a non-strategic policy) could itself
be considered out of date by virtue of the fact
that the area consented for residential use is
larger than shown on the LP proposals map and
the country park extension smaller. NPPF para
30 clarifies that if there is conflict between an
NP and non-strategic policies of an LP, the
former would take precedence.
Amended response from BBC is welcomed.
Amendment to Policy RNP 2 itself is acceptable
but amendment to para 5.8 is not acceptable. At
the date of the BBC further representations, a
start had been made on the development so the
outline permission is proceeding, therefore the
words “should be outline permission which was
granted in 2020 not proceed” is superfluous. No
amendment therefore to paragraph 5.8

Yes. Wording amendments to
Policy RNP2.
No amendments to paragraph
5.8

RNP3 - Land Adjoining Willow Farm, Butler Street: As shown on the Policies Map Inset for Ravensden Crossroads, this site is proposed for 10-15 new dwellings. The policy
requires the developer to show how local needs are to be accommodated, and contains detailed site-specific requirements for the site.
Respondent
reference
R2

Comment

Response

Traffic is the biggest problem.

R7

There could be a nice development here for local needs. There's a good example of
something like this in Carlton.

R9

Local needs are vital.

Noted. No adverse comments on proposed
access arrangements from Bedford BC as highway
authority.
Noted. The Policy requires the applicant to
demonstrate how local needs are to be met.
Affordable housing is a requirement.
Noted. The Policy requires the applicant to
demonstrate how local needs are to be met.
Affordable housing is a requirement.

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No

No

No

3

R14

Housing should be affordable or small bungalows to accommodate parishioners
wishing to downsize.

R21

Land to rear could become a community play space/ amenity area.

R25

Houses should be aimed at first buyers or retirees in order to meet local needs.

R28

There should be a covenant that ensures only local people can live in any future
development.

R29

Incorporation of homes suitable for retirement as so local residents can stay in the
parish.

R33
R35

This development within the existing housing envelope.
This development if done tastefully should enhance the community feel of the
Ravensden Crossroads area.
Express support for this allocation.

Robinson
and Hall
Phillips
Planning
Services

The merits of the allocation are noted but there is a missed opportunity to allocate a
larger site that in turn can deliver a better mix of housing types and tenure at
Bedford Road/Oldways Road, which is equally well placed for services and public
transport, has greater capacity and would remain compatible with the existing
spatial make-up of the village. There is an acute need for affordable housing in the
rural area. Delivery of the Ravensden Park site on the edge of the town should not
be conflated with the needs of the village. The site is greenfield but unconstrained,
with an existing access from Oldways Road and frontage facing onto Bedford Road
(B660). The site has strong sustainability credentials for this rural location.
Development of the site could contribute towards a footway/enhanced cycle
connection to the junction with Graze Hill. Also raise objections to conclusions in the
Site Options and Appraisal Report July 2021.

Noted. The Policy requires the applicant to
demonstrate how local needs are to be met.
Affordable housing is a requirement.
Noted. Policy to be amended to ensure amenity
space is provided within the development site.
The Parish Council is investigating how the land
to the front of the site could be landscaped.
Noted. The Policy requires the applicant to
demonstrate how local needs are to be met.
Affordable housing is a requirement.
Noted. The Policy requires the applicant to
demonstrate how local needs are to be met.
Affordable housing is a requirement.
Noted. The Policy requires the applicant to
demonstrate how local needs are to be met.
Affordable housing is a requirement.
Noted
Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted. Development of the alternative site being
promoted in this response is of a scale which
would not be appropriate to the structure, form,
character and size of the Small Settlement of
Ravensden Crossroads, in conflict with Policy 6 of
the Bedford Borough Local Plan.

No

Yes, add to policy
considerations

No

No

No

No
No

The junction of Oldways Road and Bedford Road
(B660) is over capacity, and adjacent land uses
already generate conflicting traffic movements.
Use of the existing access on to Oldways Road to
serve the objector’s proposal would be
unacceptable.
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Site RNP3 is part brownfield, of a scale
appropriate to the Small Settlement, and
satisfactory vehicle access can be obtained.
Policy RNP11 sets out how the Parish Council
envisages how footway/cycleway improvements
alongside B660 will be provided.

Bedford BC
(6 April
2022)

Housing Needs Survey considered to be out of date. If the NP is to rely on the
findings of the HNS, then it is suggested a new survey is commissioned.
How is local need defined and kept up to date? It would also be useful to have a
map showing the allocated site in the text of the Plan and not just the Appendix.
Para 5.15 – it states the development will provide 30% affordable housing, but this
it to comply with Policy 58S of Local Plan 2030 and not local evidence.

The Site Options and Appraisal Report has been
amended to address the inconsistencies
identified.
The NP does not rely on the HNS and there are
practical reasons why it is not being updated at
the present time.

No

A criterion in the Policy requires the developer to
show how the mix and tenure meets an identified
local need.

Yes. A Plan of the site is
included alongside the Policy.

Noted. As already stated in the NP

No

Noted. Reference was omitted in response to
comments from Bedford BC on the preconsultation draft.
Amend para 5.13 to clarify the NP does not rely
on the 2016 HNS.

Yes, informal amenity space
added as a consideration of the
Policy.
Yes. Wording of penultimate
sentence of para 5.13
amended.

For clarity, propose to add informal amenity
space as a consideration of policy (as per change
to NP resulting from BBC comments 6.4.22)

No. No change to above, so
this consideration will still be
included in Policy RNP3.

There is no reference to informal amenity space.

Bedford BC
(21 April
2022)

Repeat comments about Housing Needs Survey. The proposed amendment to para
5.13 to clarify the NP does not rely on the HNS is helpful. You have also clarified the
2020 residents survey provides supplementary information and Policy RNP3
requires the developer to show how a proposal would meet local needs.
No need to repeat LP policies in the NP re informal amenity space. However it is still
in para 5.15 and we have no strong view about this.
Repeat earlier comment about map.

5

RNP4 - Barns Next to Cleat Hill Farm: As shown on the Policies Map Inset for Cleat Hill/Mowsbury, this proposal is for the sensitive conversion of these barns to residential use.
The Plan sets out detailed requirements, including the need for a new vehicle access away from the Listed farmhouse; measures to ensure there is a landscape buffer around the site;
restrictions aimed at minimising visual impacts; and the need to protect the historical importance of the wider site.
Respondent
reference
R4

Comment

Response

I don't have a problem with the conversion of these buildings to residential
properties but clearly more houses will only add to the traffic safety issues created
further down the hill, as described in my comments against RNP1.

R7

The barns and the farmhouse have waited too long for something positive to
happen. Hopefully investment in the barns will allow for refurbishing the farmhouse
which is getting to be in a poor state of repair.
We think great importance must be placed on access. The nearby roundabout, work
currently in progress, looks very tight.

Noted. The Ravensden Park S106 agreement
includes for the full cost of installing speed
cameras along Cleat Hill. The existing 30mph limit
is to be extended to the new roundabout.
Noted

R9

R14
R20

Housing should be affordable to accommodate parishioners wishing to downsize.
Speed control via average speed cameras to slow excessive speed on a turn on to
the main highway from oncoming traffic.

R21

Repeating point about the replanting of the wooded feature. Site/area very exposed
if EW Rail route selected here.

R25

Welcome opportunity to provide 'in-character' barn conversion properties thus
providing diversity of design and accommodation style within Parish.
With the new roundabout, could access be gained via this?

R29

R33
R35

This represents a sensible way to preserve these buildings.
Again if this development is correct and tastefully will be a great improvement and
provide lovely mixed accommodation.

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No

No

Noted. The Policy requires a new vehicular access
to this site from the B660. The new roundabout is
part of the extant planning permission for the
Ravensden Park development which is separate
from the NP proposal.
Noted
Noted. The Ravensden Park S106 agreement
includes for the full cost of installing speed
cameras along Cleat Hill. The existing 30mph limit
is to be extended to the new roundabout.
Noted. Area of land referred to does not meet
criteria for designation as Local Greenspace. Land
is close to proposed Local Greenspace at
Mowsbury Hillfort
Noted

No

Noted. Would require further land take and
unlikely to be acceptable to introduce a further
leg on to this roundabout.
Noted
Noted

No

No
No

No

No

No
No

6

Phillips
Planning
Services Ltd

No need for the allocation as controlled by other policies. Policy unnecessary as
demonstrated by previous planning permission on basis of compliance with
Development Plan.

Bedford BC
(6 April
2022)
Bedford BC
(21 April
2022)

Useful to have a map showing the allocation site in the text of the Plan and not just
the Appendix
Repeat earlier comment about map

Disagree. The planning permission referred to
expired in the 1980’s. Policy RNP4 provides an
appropriate level of local detail specific to this
site and appropriate to current considerations re
the historic environment, access, landscaping,
biodiversity, design and sustainability.
Agree.

No

Agree as above

As above comment

Yes, a Plan of the site is
included alongside the Policy.

RNP5 - Development Design and Sustainability Principles: This policy contains detailed measures to encourage all planning applications to follow best practice in design
and sustainability (including energy efficiency), and to take the Ravensden Design Codes into account
Respondent
reference
R7
R21

R25
R29

Adams
Hendry for
East-West
Rail Co

Comment

Response

Hope that the Borough Council don't just pay lip-service to this policy and the
Design Codes.
I'm very concerned about runoff from paved front gardens - especially if storms
become more frequent. Every garden needs some " green" retained - for amenity
but also to retain rainwater.
Important - strongly support Design Code.
I believe that incorporating sustainable features i.e. solar thermal, pv panels & air
source heat pumps is a must. The development should take into consideration the
surrounding aesthetics of other dwellings.
Suggest travel and transport issues are given more prominence in Policy RNP5 and
appropriate cross- references given in Policies RNP3 and RNP4.

Noted

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No

Noted. The Policy contains criteria for sustainable
drainage

No

Noted
Noted. Already covered in the Policy and the
Design Codes.

No
No

Noted. RNP5 penultimate criterion has been
clarified. Cross references added in RNP3 and
RNP4.

Yes. RNP5: Penultimate bullet
point amended to read
“include measures to
encourage active travel (e.g.
secure bicycle storage) and
connectivity to other
community assets and
facilities; and”;

7

The final bullet point in both
Policy RNP3 and RNP4 to be
amended to read:
“Development to follow
appropriate design
guidance/codes as set out in
Policy RNP5, including, where
appropriate, sustainable
transport connectivity to
community assets and
facilities”.

RNP6- Local Greenspace: This policy designates the following sites as Local Green Space as shown on the Policies Map and Insets, and gives them extra protection from development:
Charity Field; All Saints Churchyard; Green Lane (between the seasonal gates); Northfields woodland; and Mowsbury Hill Fort, orchard and meadow. (Note: the School playing field is already
designated as Local Green Space in the Borough Local Plan 2030).
Respondent
reference
R5

R7

R9

R21

Comment

Response

Charity field boundaries are inaccurate. The field extends behind Alcyon, The Old
School, Charity House and part of Grindal House. Trust members have a plan of the
whole field area.
Pity you haven't identified anything for Crossroads area which lacks any open space.

Noted. The proposed Local Greenspace
Designation is based on meeting defined criteria
in the NPPF, not landownership.
Noted. This aspiration emerged in early stages of
the Green Infrastructure Survey but no suitable
sites identified. Policy RNP3 to be amended to
ensure amenity space is provided as part of the
development on that site.
Noted re church yard. The Local Greenspace
Designation at Charity Field is based on meeting
defined criteria in the NPPF, not landownership
Noted. This aspiration emerged in early stages of
the Green Infrastructure Survey but no suitable
sites identified. Policy RNP3 to be amended to
ensure amenity space is provided as part of the
development on that site.

Obviously the church yard is very important to the Friends. Also please note, as we
think others have mentioned, Charity Field is not correct on this map. It stretches
behind the houses towards Rose Cottage.
Would be good to have a greenspace at the Crossroads.

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No

No

No

No

8

R24

Also requires policies with respect to connectivity to enable enjoyment of these
spaces to be available to village residents who do not live close to these spaces. I.e.
avoid use of vehicles and parking in, for example, Church End.

R25
R29

Extension to Brickhill Country Park will be an important future addition to Parish
The playing field behind the school, whilst not specifically part of our plan, is very
important to the community - for young children to have a safe place to play. Is a
shame that the crossroads doesn't have a designated green space.

Bedford BC
(6 April
2022)
Bedford BC
(21 April
2022)

Para 7.8: it would be helpful if the Local Greenspace assessment was included in an
appendix to the plan for easy reference as the policy states that development
should not conflict with the purpose of designation.
Note confirmation that LGS Assessment will be added as Appendix to NP

Noted. The proposed Local Greenspaces are by
definition close to where people live. The
proposed LGS sites in the NP which are publicly
accessible have reasonable off street parking
nearby. Connectivity generally is a criterion of
Policy RNP5 (as amended) and given further
elaboration in the Design Codes.
Noted
Noted. The School Playing field is already
designated as LGS in the Bedford Borough Local
Plan 2030. An aspiration for Greenspace at the
Crossroads emerged in early stages of the Green
Infrastructure Survey but no suitable sites were
identified.
Agree

No

N/A

As above comment

No
No

Yes. LGS assessment added as
an Appendix to the NP

RNP7 - Heritage Assets: A policy to protect our listed buildings and their settings and other features of conservation interest (see Appendix 2 of the Plan for more details of our
heritage assets).
Respondent
reference
R9
R15
R21

R25

Comment

Response

Bedford Borough Council have not taken a listed building in Church End into account
when allowing a planning application recently.
This is absolutely essential, particularly if the dreaded EWR happens, to safeguard
LB owners like me from potential problems caused by excavations, building etc.
Ancient / old trees and ancient hedgerows are heritage assets and are not always
covered by TPOs. A Parish Grant to help conserve important trees would be a
support for farmers and householders with valuable trees, to help with specialist
pruning.
Important to protect heritage assets and maintain character of Parish.

Noted

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No

Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted

No

9

R29
Historic
England

There are potentially further dwellings/buildings that should be considered for
listed status.
Welcome Policy RNP7 in particular. Suggest minor alteration to wording –
“outweighed” replaced by “clearly and convincingly justified” in the last sentence.
Recommend that supporting information guiding the inclusion of unlisted buildings
and sites of conservation interest is enhanced to strengthen protection and
potentially identify other buildings and sites worthy of consideration.

Noted. The process for designating Listed
Buildings is outside the scope of the NP.
Noted and agreed.

Noted. Appendix 2 draws on existing sources of
information

No
Yes. RNP7 wording amended
as suggested

No

RNP8 - Protecting Existing Community Facilities: A policy which seeks to protect a number of community assets– the Primary School, the Village Hall, All Saints Church,
Mowsbury Golf Course, the Corner Shop, and the Horse & Jockey public house.
Respondent
reference
R9
R10

Comment

Response

We think this is vital.
Policy RNP8 should be complemented by a broadly similar policy to protect Existing
Employment Facilities in accordance with objective 8 together with national and
local plan provisions.

R24

Given that some facilities have already been lost for various reasons, most of which
were beyond control of village residents. e.g. Post Office services, petrol station,
pub/restaurants. Must make effort to preserve what remains.
More local support of Corner Shop as an important local convenience asset.
The school is an essential aspect of the community, as is the church, golf course and
pub. They all provide jobs.

Noted
Noted. Policy 71 of the Bedford Borough Local
Plan 2030 relates to changes of B class
(employment) to other uses and there is no need
to duplicate
Noted

R25
R29

Noted
Noted

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No
No

No

No
No

RNP9 - New Community Facilities: This policy sets out detailed criteria for the location and design of any new community facilities, and to minimise their impacts.
Respondent
reference
R7
R10

R21

Comment

Response

All very sensible. The Parish needs more facilities e.g. for the elderly and children.
Policy RNP9 should be complemented by a similar policy to provide guidance for
New Employment Facilities in accordance with Objective 8 together with national
and local plan provisions.
Some play facilities would be an asset in the Parish.

Noted
Noted. Policies 70, 71 and 75 of the Bedford
Borough Local Plan 2030 refer, and there is no
need to duplicate
Noted

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No
No

No

10

R27
R31

Bedford BC
(6 April
2022)
Bedford BC
(21 April
2022)

The inclusion of a post office at the existing corner shop site on Ravensden
Crossroads would be beneficial.
Policy RNP9 should be complemented by a similar policy for Tourism and Leisure
facilities in accordance with national and local plan policies.
The first bullet point has the potential to conflict with Policy 75 of the Local Plan,
which has quite strict tests which must all be met to allow new employment in the
countryside
Apologise for reference to employment in RNP9 which was in error. Have no further
comments to make on this policy.

Noted

No

Noted. Policy 76 of the Bedford Borough Local
Plan 2030 refers, and there is no need to
duplicate
Noted, but RNP 9 only relates to new community
facilities not employment uses, so no conflict
with LP Policy 75.
Noted

No

No

No

RNP10 - East West Rail: If East-West Rail is built across the Parish (despite local opposition), this policy sets out very detailed measures to mitigate the worst impacts of the scheme
(both during construction and when operating) which the Secretary of State should take into account when deciding on this Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project.
Respondent
reference
R3

R7

R9
R15
R24
R25
R29
R33
Adams
Hendry for

Comment

Response

Having seen the horrors around HS2 and the beginning of EWR my main concerns
would be about the traffic management during construction and access to footpaths
in Ravensden. RNP10 looks comprehensive.
You've put forward a lot of measures which the Parish and Borough Councils must
insist on if the railway gets built. But first of all, do everything to stop it coming
here! it will destroy the parish.
Mitigation during construction and operation is really vital. People use the Church
as a place of peace and sanctuary.
This is absolutely essential for everyone, and to ensure that Ravensden as we all
know and love it is not totally obliterated.
I am an advocate of public transport so am not opposed to East West Rail per se. If it
goes ahead, then mitigation of worst impacts on the parish is essential.
This is a good strategy to mitigate potential damage but resistance to EWR must
continue.
Hopefully this doesn't come to fruition, if so the impact could be devastating if a
policy isn't in place.
This vanity project should be resisted.
1. Unclear how the NP meets the Basic Condition of being in general conformity
with the strategic policies in the development plan for the area. In particular,

Noted

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No

Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted
1. Disagree. Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030
Policy 90S(iv) states “East-West rail scheme

No
Yes. Additional text added
(new paragraphs 9.7 and 9.8)
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East-West
Rail Co.

Strategic Policy 90S refers to the early provision of the East West Rail scheme
(policy item iv). The Draft NP should conform with this policy. Instead in
opposing the construction of EWR, paragraph 9.6 of the draft NP is at odds with
Strategic Policy 90S. It cannot therefore be considered to be in conformity with
the strategic policies contained in the development plan and therefore does
not meet the basic conditions.

2.

Policy RNP10 outlines the mitigation that would be required should EWR be
constructed through the Parish. It is not necessary or appropriate for the NP to
pre-empt the requirement for mitigation – to do so prejudges the statutory
processes to come. Appropriate mitigation to offset any adverse impacts would
be appropriately determined through the EIA process and secured through the
DCO. The Policies proposed are also imprecise and not objectively capable of
being used in decision-making. RNP10 is therefore inappropriate and should be
omitted from the Plan.

(Oxford/Bedford/Cambridge”) but is not
specific as to route. The Parish Council is not
opposed to the principle of the railway but is
opposed to the preferred route because
there are better alternatives. Policy RNP10 is
therefore not at odds with strategic policies
in the development plan and the basic
condition is met, contrary to the assertion
made. There has been no objection from
Bedford BC to either the principle or the
proposed wording of this Policy.
2.

Disagree. The NP does not pre-empt the
requirement for mitigation but, as with any
other planning policies for development
which is yet to occur, it sets out the
considerations to be taken into account if
and when decisions are made on any route
which crosses the Parish. As noted at para
9.5 of the NP, this would be a most
fundamental change that could significantly
affect the Parish in the NP period and
beyond, and it is a matter of great concern
to many local residents. The NP recognises
that a different decision-making procedure
will apply to the project and that it will be a
matter for the decision-maker to decide
what weight should be given to this policy.
The Policy sets out detailed considerations
which should be taken into account. It is
neither imprecise nor incapable of being
used in decision-making.

to provide local and technical
evidence in support of the
policy

No
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RNP11 - Developer Contributions: Do you have any further comments to add regarding RNP11: Developer Contributions?
Respondent
reference
R3
R4

Comment

Response

I think it is vital that this is how the CIL money is spent.
Please see comments at RNP1. Making the B660 crossing at Renhold Brook safer for
pedestrians should have first call on funds received from developers under the CIL.

Noted
Noted. The PC has prioritised the use of CIL funds
for infrastructure improvements in Policy RNP 11,
based on feedback from the residents and GI
surveys. RNP11 includes the installation of speed
cameras and/or other suitable traffic
management measures at appropriate locations
in the Parish. Renhold Brook forms the southern
boundary to the Parish with Brickhill Parish so
any works as suggested would need to be a joint
initiative, which would be outside the scope of
the Plan.

R7
R9
R15

The Parish Council needs to get stuck in if these things are to happen.
We 100% agree about new footpaths.
As a regular walker who is subjected to the dangers of speeding traffic (even
wearing my hi vis), please could the proposed footpath along Oldways Road
continue to join the footpath near the Barn conversions in Ravensden Road (near
the Renhold sign), rather than stopping at Church Hill. This stretch of road is
extremely dangerous without having speeding cars in very close proximity.

R17

Feel footpath from Horse and Jockey to Village Hall should also be considered.

R20

Despite numerous requests pathways from Cleat Hill to wag staff close remain
extremely dangerous and uneven and have been left in disrepair and are a liability
claim waiting to happen following an accident.

The Ravensden Park S106 agreement includes for
the full cost of installing speed cameras along
Cleat Hill.
Noted
Noted
Noted. Agree that the length of Oldways Road
the subject of this policy could be extended to
include this “missing link” to the boundary with
Renhold Parish. Renhold PC have expressed
willingness to work jointly with Ravensden PC on
footpath issues.

Noted. The Parish Council has prioritised the use
of CIL funds for infrastructure improvements.
Noted. Maintenance is the responsibility of
Bedford BC.

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No

No
No
Yes. Second bullet in Policy
RNP 11 amended to read:
“Create a continuous
footpath/cycleway alongside
Oldways Road (on roadside
verge or field edge as
appropriate) between
Ravensden Crossroads and the
Parish boundary at Ravensden
Road, Renhold”
No
No
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R24

Local connectivity and road safety must be prioritised in my opinion.

R25

R33

An approved NP is vital and provide enhanced share of developer funds. The list of
project s supported should include:
1. Village signage to provide uniform 'branding' of Ravensden but to clearly identify
the different localities within the Parish boundary.
2. Paved pathways for pedestrians, cyclists, and other mobility aids along key
transport routes currently too dangerous owing to speeding traffic. This will aid
connectivity and active travel whilst reducing need for cars for short local journeys.
Sunderland Hill and Thurleigh Road (to Wood End) should be considered.
3. Funding should help support a 'Village Magazine' published/updated annually to
give identity to village and to contain useful information for new and existing
residents. Advertising and list of local suppliers will ensure it is relevant and
economical.
4. Create community green space between Butler Street and Thurleigh Road to
improve Sunderland Close area and new development at Willow Farm
5. Provide bins (with Signage) for dog-waste thus encouraging owners to clear up
after their dogs. Priority to Ravensden Park/Country Park extension, Church End and
Green Lane.
6. Provide covered bus shelters in Parish to encourage use of local public transport.
Urgently required traffic calming/average speed cameras/speed camera on Cleat
Hill.
I would prefer reduced speed limit especially on Oldways Road.
I do believe that some pathways would be expensive and only benefit a few people.
The money would be better spent on improving the greenspaces within the Parish.
Contributions from CIL should also be applied to improving public transport.

R34

(a) footpath Cleat Hill to Crossroads (b) traffic calming on Cleat Hill

R35
R36

Footpaths much needed.
Provide footpath Sunderland Hill to Ravensden Crossroads.

R27
R28
R29

Noted. Covered by Policy RNP5 (as amended) and
Design Codes
Noted.
1.

An aspiration of the Design Codes

2.

RNP5 (as amended) and Design Codes relate.
Priorities in this policy identified from
previous rounds of resident consultation and
traffic/pedestrian usage of routes
Not in scope of NP

3.

4.
5.

No
No

The PC is investigating how this area of land
could be landscaped.
An aspiration in the GI Plan

6. Noted
The Ravensden Park S106 agreement includes the
full cost of installing speed cameras on Cleat Hill.
Noted
Noted
Noted. Public transport is the responsibility of
Bedford BC
Noted. The footpath Cleat Hill to Crossroads is
identified as a priority in this Policy. The
Ravensden Park S106 agreement includes for the
full cost of installing speed cameras along Cleat
Hill.
Noted
Noted. The PC has to prioritise the use of CIL
funds for infrastructure improvements. Given the
amount of traffic on this road, the steep gradient
for pedestrians, the number of properties/type of

No
No
No
No
No

No
No
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landuses which might be served, this suggestion
is considered less of a priority than those
identified in Policy RNP11.

General: Please add any further comments you would like to make about the draft Neighbourhood Plan.
Respondent
reference
R3
R7
R10

Comment

Response

Thanks very much for all your efforts. They are very much appreciated.
Well done. A good Plan for the future of the parish. The hard part is making sure it is
actually delivered.
Whilst Objective 8 identifies the need to ensure existing employment facilities are
protected and new facilities are promoted where possible, this is weakened by the
omission of any policy to deliver this within Ravensden parish.

Noted
Noted
Noted. As the objector demonstrates, there are
already suitable policies in the Bedford Borough
Local Plan 2030 and there is no need to duplicate.

Change to NP as a response to
Comment?
No
No
No

The range of local employment facilities are set out at paragraph 2.16. Paragraph
3.11 records significant support for modest growth in individual business units,
including the use of surplus farm buildings. Examples within the parish include
Willow Farm, Grange Farm and Struttle End Farm where existing farm buildings
have benefitted from planning permission for employment purposes for a long time,
thereby contributing to the local economy and making provision for local SME
enterprises.
Wider policy support for rural employment facilities in appropriate locations is
provided in the adopted Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030 in the following policies:
Policy 65 - Reuse of rural buildings in the countryside
The Council will grant planning permission for the conversion of a building in the
countryside where it can be demonstrated that the building is:
i. Redundant or disused, and
ii. Not a temporary or mobile structure and has not been demolished or abandoned,
and
iii. Not in such a state of dereliction or disrepair that significant reconstruction
would be required, and
iv. Structurally capable of being converted for the proposed use; and conversion
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works would not involve major reconstruction or significant extensions, and
v. Where the building is suitable for modern agricultural practice it would not give
rise to a further need for another building to fulfil the function of the building being
reused, and
vi. Inherently suitable, in terms of its size, design and construction for the intended
re use to be achieved without the need for complete or substantial reconstruction,
and
vii. The proposal would lead to an enhancement of the immediate setting; and
viii. Any extension or alteration would not increase the impact of the site /use on
the surrounding countryside, and
ix. Any curtilage required is not excessive in size and should relate well to the
existing building and landscape, and
x. The architectural and historic interest and significance of any designated or nondesignated heritage asset will be considered in accordance with Policy 41S, and
xi. There would be no adverse impact on biodiversity including Natura 2000 sites in
accordance with Policy 42S.
Policy 75 - New employment development in the countryside
New employment development (“B” use class and sui-generis business uses such as
builder’s yards) will be supported in the countryside in the following circumstances:
i. Where it is within a defined employment area; or
ii. For the reuse of land last used for employment purposes within the ‘B’ use
classes, sui generis or for the reuse of existing buildings; or
iii. For the expansion of an established business within its existing operational site;
or
iv. For the diversification of agricultural and provision for other land based rural
businesses.
In all instances applicants will be required to demonstrate all of the following:
v. If a new building is proposed, there are no existing buildings that could be used
for the proposed use;
vi. The proposed use needs to be in the rural area and cannot be located within a
Settlement Policy Area or within a designated Small Settlement;
vii. Open storage is ancillary to employment buildings and is located in well
contained and screened areas of the site with an appropriate height restriction;
viii. The proposal would not generate traffic movement and volume that would lead
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to unacceptable environmental impacts or detriment to highway safety objectives;
ix. The proposal would not have a significant and demonstrable harm to the
established character of the area and the local amenities and adjoining land uses
and accords with Policy 41S;
x. There would be no adverse impact on biodiversity including Natura 2000 sites in
accordance with Policy 42S.
The National Planning Policy Framework (2021) is also relevant. The following
paragraphs support a prosperous rural economy:
84. Planning policies and decisions should enable:
a) the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business in rural areas, both
through conversion of existing buildings and well-designed new buildings;
b) the development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural
businesses;
c) sustainable rural tourism and leisure developments which respect the character
of the countryside; and
d) the retention and development of accessible local services and community
facilities, such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, open space, cultural
buildings, public houses and places of worship.
85. Planning policies and decisions should recognise that sites to meet local business
and community needs in rural areas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond
existing settlements, and in locations that are not well served by public transport. In
these circumstances it will be important to ensure that development is sensitive to
its surroundings, does not have an unacceptable impact on local roads and exploits
any opportunities to make a location more sustainable (for example by improving
the scope for access on foot, by cycling or by public transport). The use of previously
developed land, and sites that are physically well-related to existing settlements,
should be encouraged where suitable opportunities exist.
Further support is set out in:
• Bedford Borough Growth Plan 2018 – 2022;
• South East Midlands Local Enterprise Partnership Strategic Growth Plan.
We therefore request that the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan is amended to
include the following additional policies:
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Policy RNP9A: Protection of Existing Employment Facilities
Development which would involve the direct loss of existing employment facilities
will not be
supported unless the following can be demonstrated:
• The proposal includes equivalent replacement provision on the existing site and
will be accessible by public transport, walking and cycling and have adequate on site
car parking; or
• Satisfactory evidence (including evidence of marketing over the preceding 12
months) demonstrates there is no longer an economic justification to protect the
facility; or
• It can be demonstrated that the proposal would be of benefit to the local
community which would outweigh the loss of the existing facility.
Policy RNP9B: Provision of New Employment Facilities

R11
R14
R15
R17
R20

R22

Proposals which enhance the range of employment facilities in the Parish will be
encouraged provided that the development:
• is located on a site within or immediately adjacent to an existing facility or a
settlement in the Parish, or involves the conversion of suitable alternative premises;
• does not give rise to unacceptable traffic movements, hours of operation, noise,
light pollution or fumes;
• provides adequate on-site parking, including on-site charging points for electric
vehicles;
• is accessible by public transport, walking or cycling; and
• is of appropriate design in accordance with Policy RNP5.
Excellent plan, very good local consultation involving lots of residents - well done
all!
Congratulations to all involved and thanks for all your efforts.
Thanks very much guys for all of the hard work which has been done on this.
Thanks to all involved in this Plan for giving your time and expertise.
Improving pedestrian paths, controlling increased traffic flow (rush hour peak traffic
avoiding by pass queues); excessive speeds (average speed cameras) and
engagement with residents once EWR route has been decided should be a priority.
Thank you to everyone for all your hard work and commitment needed to produce
this plan.

Noted

No

Noted
Noted
Noted
Noted

No
No
No
No

Noted

No
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R23
R24

R25
R26
R29
R31

I would like to thank all those involved for all the hard and detailed work that
continues to form this plan. Thank you.
Thanks to all those individuals who have contributed so much time and effort to
producing the Plan which seems to encapsulate everything that residents of the
village could wish for.
It is a good plan which will require a standing Parish group to ensure it is fully
implemented
Don’t ruin our countryside with greedy developers!
Thank you to all the team for your efforts in protecting a sporadically dispersed
Parish and taking all into consideration
Whilst the Vision is for Ravensden to be a sustainable, safe and well-integrated
place in which to live, work and spend leisure time, this is weakened by the
omission of any policy for the protection of tourism and leisure facilities within
Ravensden parish.

Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted

No

Noted
Noted

No
No

Noted. No need to duplicate existing Bedford
Borough Local Plan 2030 policy on tourism and
leisure facilities.

No

Wider policy support for visitor accommodation in appropriate locations is provided
in the adopted Bedford Borough Local Plan 2030 in the following policy:
Policy 76 - Improvement and provision of new visitor accommodation
Planning permission will be granted for new visitor-related buildings including
hotels, bed and breakfast accommodation and self-catering facilities where the
following criteria have been met:
i. the proposal is located within the urban area, a Key Service Centre, a Rural Service
centre or a Small Settlement; or settlement; or
ii. where the proposal is located within the countryside, it is well related to a
defined Settlement Policy Area, a Small Settlement or the built form of other
settlements in accordance with the principles set out in Policy 7S.
In all other locations, development for new visitor facilities will only be supported in
exceptional circumstances where it can be demonstrated that the proposal cannot
reasonably be achieved from a location set out in i. or ii. of this policy.
The National Planning Policy Framework (2021) is also relevant. The following
paragraph supports a prosperous rural economy including rural tourism:
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84. Planning policies and decisions should enable:
a) the sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business in rural areas, both
through conversion of existing buildings and well-designed new buildings;
b) the development and diversification of agricultural and other land-based rural
businesses;
c) sustainable rural tourism and leisure developments which respect the character
of the countryside; and
d) the retention and development of accessible local services and community
facilities, such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, open space, cultural
buildings, public houses and places of worship.
We therefore request that the Ravensden Neighbourhood Plan is amended to
include the following additional policy:
Policy RNP9A: Improvement and Provision of Tourism and Visitor Accommodation

R37
R38
Thurleigh PC
Renhold PC
Natural
England
Network Rail
Bletsoe PC
Colmworth
PC

Proposals which enhance the range of tourism and visitor facilities in the Parish will
be encouraged provided that the development:
• is located on a site within or immediately adjacent to an existing facility or a
settlement in the Parish, or involves the conversion of suitable alternative premises;
• does not give rise to unacceptable traffic movements, hours of operation, noise,
light pollution or fumes;
• provides adequate on-site parking, including on-site charging points for electric
vehicles; and
• is of appropriate design in accordance with Policy RNP5.
General support and thanks
General support and thanks
Concern that traffic calming proposals may have impact on Mill Road Thurleigh.
Request a joint Parishes approach to Butler Street/ Thurleigh Road proposals
Supports the RNP document and is looking forward to work collaboratively and in
particular on local footpaths
No specific comments to make
Acknowledgement but no comments received
Acknowledgement but no comments received
Acknowledgement but no comments received

Noted
Noted
Noted. RNP3 is small scale and acceptable in
highway terms
Noted

No
No
No

Noted

No

Noted
Noted
Noted

No
No
No

No
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Milton
Ernest PC
Vodaphone

Acknowledgement but no comments received

Noted

No

Acknowledgement but no comments received

Noted

No
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